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WP3: Relevant standards

▪ This work package deals with flow rate measurement of emissions, primarily focused on relatively 

narrow stacks.

▪ Reference method for emission flow measurement:

− EN ISO 16911-1 and EN ISO 16911-2 Stationary source emissions — Manual and automatic 

determination of velocity and volume flow rate in ducts

− Part 1: Manual reference method

− Part 2: Automated measuring systems (refers to Part 1 for calibration)

− EN 15259 Air quality. Measurement of stationary source emissions. Requirements for measurement 

sections and sites and for the measurement objective, plan and report

− Sets requirements for the sampling plane and sampling points (tangential method required)

▪ How well does the reference method perform in narrow stacks?
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WP3: ISO 16911-1

▪ Provides a method for the determination of gas velocity and volume flow rate within an emission duct

▪ Describes a method to determine the velocity profile of the gas flow across a measurement plane in the duct

▪ Gives a method to determine the total volume flow rate at a measurement plane in the duct based on a grid 

of point velocity measurements (typically done with Pitot tubes)

▪ Described alternative methods: tracer dilution, tracer transit time, and by calculation from energy 

consumption
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WP3: EN 15259 requirements
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Homogenous?



WP3: EN 15259 requirements
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WP3: Goal
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WP 3: Flow uncertainty and impact on annualised mass
emissions

▪ Task 3.1: Traceable uncertainties of flow measurements propagated for 

annualised mass emission reporting under real field conditions 

− Evaluation of uncertainty sources and modelling by NPL

▪ Task 3.2: Impact of wall effects and sensor obstruction in pipes and ducts

− Experiments by VSL

− Simulations by TU Delft

▪ Task 3.3: Investigation of flow monitoring technologies and the use of multiple 

sensors in stacks

− Effects of flow disturbances

− Experiments by VSL

− Simulations by CMI

− Using different flow monitoring techniques

− Measurements/comparisons by CNR & ISSI
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Task 3.2: Impact of wall effects and sensor obstruction in pipes 
and ducts

▪ Experiments by VSL:

− Sensor obstruction effects:

− Part of the duct is blocked by the pitot tube, what is the uncertainty and error associated to that?

− Calculations based on experimental parameters

− Measurements to determine wall effects

− Using S- and L-type pitot tubes at various distance from the wall in “ideal” conditions

− Calculation of known corrections for L-type pitot tubes

− Comparing experiments to theoretical prediction of the flow profile

▪ Simulations by TU Delft:

− Numerical simulations with OpenFOAM to obtain flow profiles at relevant Reynolds numbers

− Predictions for S-Pitot measurements
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Task 3.2: Experiments
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S-Pitot L-Pitot

Both cases >10 hydraulic diameters of straight duct upstream of the Pitot tube



Task 3.2: Experimental results

▪ Wall effects:

− S-Pitot tubes have a tendency to underreport 

near the wall, but above 5 cm distance from 

the wall (required by standards), there is no 

notable difference.

− Known corrections for L-Pitot tubes are small 

and not always easily calculated (see e.g. 

[1,2])

− 2% correction for the case where the L-pitot was 

laying flat on the duct wall

− Negligible when more than a cm away from the 

wall
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[1] F. A. MacMillan, "Experiments on Pitot-tubes in shear flow”, 1956

[2] B. J. McKeon et al., "Pitot probe corrections in fully developed turbulent pipe flow”, 2003 



Task 3.2: Experimental results

▪ Sensor obstruction effects:

− Corrections can be made for S-Pitot tubes, correction factor:

−
𝐴 −𝐴𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑡

𝐴

− Effects are typically small compared to the total measurement uncertainty
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Task 3.2: Numerical results

▪ Flow around S-Pitot tube successfully simulated

▪ Also here it is found that S-Pitot tubes have a tendency to underreport 

the velocity
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WP 3: Flow - summary

▪ WP3 successfully completed

▪ 1 MSc thesis delivered

▪ 3 papers were written of which 2 are already published (open access!):

▪ Using both experiments and models, much insight was gained into the 

uncertainties of emission flow measurement, particularly for narrow stacks.
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